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**Synopsis**

The Power of Habit: by Charles Duhigg | Summary & Analysis A Smarter You In 15 Minutesâ€”

What is your time worth? A Journey through time to the edge of scientific discoveries that explain why we form habits and how we can change or substitute them for ones we'd like. Duhigg engages the reader beautifully with intriguing anecdotes that delight, amuse and surprise you, whilst giving the gift of vast amounts of insight and information. A truly fresh perspective on the psychology of routine, from the good luck ritual performed religiously by an athlete, to the forefront of revolution, life, in all aspects is driven by this mechanism. Understanding this fully will assist us in improving ourselves, physically, mentally and emotionally, and in turn our lives and our livelihoods in ways we may have always wanted to. Utilising its power can enrich and enhance our communities and quality of life for many more people, and as such this Bestseller is essentially a bible for anybody with a growth mindset. Detailed overview of the book Most valuable lessons and information Key Takeaways and Analysis â€“ Take action today and grab this best selling book for a limited time discount of only $7.99! Written by Elite Summaries Please note: This is a detailed summary and analysis of the book and not the original book. keyword: The power of habit, The power of habit ebook, The power of habit book, The power of habit Summary, Charles Duhigg, the power of habit why we do what we do in life and business, the power of habit by charles duhigg, power of habit kindle
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**Customer Reviews**

Fast read of this great book. I was pleasantly surprised at the content included in the summary. It
was a nice refresher having previously read the entire book.

This was a decent summary for those of us who like to get to the point when reading self-help literature. It may have been too short and vague but it did peak my interest to get the original book, which is probably the point of this book anyway.

The particular guide, The facility connected with Behaviors, searches for to boost your daily life by and helps to form brand-new habits. Every single brand-new habit that you will build normally takes simple minutes every day. While you start and also carry out every brand-new habit and also get it done everyday. Wonderful tips like it.

This eBook provides this sort of excellent advice inside for you to learn to read along with stick to. Understanding how to make healthy habits that may work as any springboard to start lifestyle anew is actually something that many people actually will need. I must say i preferred looking at how you can begin by starting with any habit.

This is a very short read but at the same time it is packed with good information about habits. Something to think about.

This is a very enlightening book, easy to read and understand. Powerful Stuff!1

I must say i located that eBook for being worthwhile and the majority beneficial. I am just often disorganized together with my personal regular regimens as well as couple of suggestions include made it easier for myself a lot. Largely good results depends upon our behavior we include, this also is usually an important factor of our lifetime. The some sort of value reading through eBook.

Summary has many misspellings and is not a clear review of the book. Contains many of the ideas but does not communicate them in a clear way. Did not find helpful. Would not recommend.
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